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calculated by solving the medium's fluid equations. The
ABSTRACT second approach is focused on applications and relies on
a statistical analysis.
The propagation of signals across the ionosphere is
affected in two ways. The average variation in the index The PhYSiCal lnüdël is Cümllosëd of WO Sllb·ln0<îe]S
of the medium creates propagation errors: distance, Cûmîspolldillg lin d€VCi0DlnCnîS î0 lhë first and lilo
angle, Doppler, etc. Fluctuations in electronic density in second order- The First order model provides the average
[hc mcdium' and consequently in mg illdcx, cœalc Vëllllê of the Cl6CI1'OlliCdCIlSiÈyi1'| [TIC i0I`IOSph6I`¢ bC(W6CIl
scintillations. The latter are related to the characteristics 100 and 1500 km iilünldc- The seeond 0Yd€l' nl0ddl is
of the inhomogeneities in the medium. In the following based on the same principle but here a more precise
article we will set out a model representative of t.hese dC$C1'îPti0n of the PhYSîC¤] Pnünnnlend lld$ been
inhcmcgeneities allowing calculation of the introduced in order to highlight the development of
scintillations cr usnsmitted signets. inhomogeneities in the mediuml_ ]N"['R©DUC[]0N An analysis of the performances of the two physical
models is then carried out, especially with regard to the
inhumcgcneities in the ionosphere src essentihuy s scale of the inhomoser~eities' dimensions required for
nighttime phenomenon, occuring at equatorial (-20° << œlëcolnmllnîœünn nPPüCdü0l'lS·
20°) and polar (> S5°) latitudes, and within the F layer
(300 km << 500 km). The creation nf these The second part of this article presents an applicationsinhomogeneities is the result dt different mechanisms. oriented model- lt is based on a synthesis oi
Ti-io rggultirlg production of iryggulayiijcg is cauggd by: inhomogeneities using the statistical characteristics of
the latter. The related CPU time is minimal. This model
· the amplification of iecst instshiiities in the F can heused to canv outpaiametric studies and to iapidlv
œgioh; assess the influence of homogcneities on the signal
. fluctuations io mo oloohio fjcld; propagation. ln particular, it can be used in a
- hydromagnetic waves created above the ionosphere Pïfipjilgafiûn code m Cdlclllaic the alnPmlldC of
which propagate np to the F region; Scmtillations in the transmitted signal, and to deduce the
- highly ohclgoiio pmljclcs located in iho uppcl pm of margins to bc included in calculation of the budget link
mo F i-ogiom for a given cbnfidence level. An example of this
calculation is presented at the end of the paper.
These irregularities develop under the effect of
instability mechanisms (ExB gradient drift, streaming 2- PHYSICAL MODEL
instabilities (Kelvin Helmholtz), Rayleigh Taylor, etc.),
Charactetistic dimensions and different growth rates 2-1- First 0fd€l' lnûdel
correspond to each of the existing processes. The overall
problem is very complex, therefore wc have restricted As a tirst approximation within the range of altitude in
the following analysis tc the must representative case in question. there exists three species in the medium: 0.
order [0 highiighi [hc kgy glcmçnhg Of lhc pl-Oblcll-l_ N2 and O2, with O BS l.hB mElj0l’ COIlS[iIl\lCl’ll. ThCi1’
l_ respective concentrations can be obtained by the MSIS
The first peut of this article describes two approaches code The numerical resolution applies to the calculation
used tc model the inhomogeneities. The initial approach of the density ol the 0+ ion The electronic density is
is based on the development of a physical model. The dsslllllcd in be Ctllldl (0 Ulis density. ds thi? lnëdillln is
cigciygllic density io mo medium and ils fluctuations mo electrically neutral. The other two constituents arc
nevertheless considered in the calculation of electron ion
recombinations.
This work was done under ESTEC contract n° 11437/
95 / NL / NB
ESA Symposium Proceedings on Environment Modelling for Space-based Applications, ESTEC, Noordwyk, NL, 18-20 September 1996
(SP-392, December 1996)
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The 0+ density is obtained by solving the medium's
fluid equations: continuity, momentum and energy. The
equationsare as follows: A succession of meridian planes are taken into
consideration. The difference in longitude between these
N_ planes must remain small compared to the time scale.
d Ni =,_ P, _ L_ _ N_ div V _ B _È?_ 1 vi Among the simulation results presented hereafter, tl·te
d t ‘ 1 1 d 3 S B difference in longitude is equal to 2°, which corresponds
to a time step of 480 s due to the eart.h's rotation. The
reference axes in each meridian plane include the earth's
_ _ _ radius at the equator level, and the earth's magnetic field
WhCl`C P1 and L1 are the productron and loss rates for 0+ 'rhc mcshing in [hc meridian plane forms Symmcnical
vdis the drift velocity curves with respect to the equatior. The corresponding
_ · · 1 · altitude of each point along these curves is maximum at
VÉ IS the lonlvc Ocny _ _ the equator and decreases with latitude. Consequently,
B 1S mc Cam] S magœm fl°ld· the number of calculations can be lowered if we limit
M m n , H the range of latitudes taken into account,
1 Input includes:
vl ` vn = ` m, U, - densities of O, N2 and O2 provided by MSIS 90;
' ‘ “ - neutral temperatures also provided by MSIS 90;
· production and loss rates of electrons;
k ’]"· k T - neuttal velocity; °T
[îv Ni + -la-9V Nc + k V (T, + Tc) - mtg] - vmtœt driftvelocity.
1e
These data have been selected from average profiles.
where Ti and Te are the electronic and ionic temperatures Results could be more accurate if we could get real-time
and Vn is the neutral wind velocity. data. Temperature profiles for ions and electrons can be
calculated by solving the energy equation. However, the
Solving these equations provides us with a parabolic calculation can be made easier by using typically
equation with respect to time. temperature profiles and skipping the energy equation.
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The parabolic equation obtained is solved by the Crank- equations as described earlier. This second order model
Nicholson fully implicit scheme. At the bottom of the only takes momentum and continuity equations into
mesh, the medium is assumed to be in photochemical account.
equilibrium. This sets the boundary conditions at the
lowest altitude. Thematrix of the system is tridiagonal,
the solution is obtained by separating it into two
trigangular matrices. The continuity equation can be written as such:
An example of tl1e result obtained is presented in figure 8 N.
· · . · · · |_
1. This figure shows the variation rn electronic density, —— + V . ( Ni Vi ) = Pi — Li
as calculated by the IDEQ code (Ionospheric Density at 8 l
EQuatorial regions) developed by IEEA, versus local _
ümc in (Peru), is vu-y near the III what follows, WC aSSUmC that the production and loss
nragneae equator. A comparison of une reann mnt rates of eleetrooe ore Set et zero- The hrst hypothesis
those provided by othu sources is presented in ngnre 2. eooesnoode to hrshttrme ttod the eeeohd to high
rue vertical prdnre at 12 nndn tneat inne is compared dît1¤1deS·tyr>1¤¤11y the F layer and abovewith those provided by the IRI 90 (International _
Reference Ionosphere) and PIM (Parameterized
Ionospheric Model) codes. The space step of the vertical
mesh used in this example is 10 km. '1`l1e momemturn equation is as follows:
— E ai
electronic density on a vertical vl _ vn _ E - vi X Z
at Jîcamarca (11.95 S 1 76.87 W) 1
L'I'=12h F10.7=150 Kp=S year 70 day 275 1 8
1000 , + — —-· + v- _ V
' -._‘ Ui ( 1 \)
sa et
*\._ To solve the equations, the z-axis is aligned with the
earth's magnetic field. Moreover, we assume the terms
750 related to the gradients in elect1·on and ion temperatures
\"·.__ are set at zero. The forces applied, which correspond to
\\`··__ the right hand side of the equation, are linked to the
È , É local electromagnetic field. The two terms used in the
~ g preceding equation apply to the ExB gradient drift
·§ $00 " ’ instability and to the Kelvin-Helmholtz irtstability
E 1É corresponding to magnetosphere-ionosphere eoupling.
” , /`· minis
2So /_,.<··’/ The preceding equations are transformed by using the
_,·*"' previously indicated hypotheses, and assume that the
‘,.·» " electric field is of electrostatic nature. 'I`he equations are
— · ·I¤E ·‘ written as a differential equation versus time, and an
elliptic equation.
o The continuity equation can be written as:
12+05 1e•06 12+07
density (cm-3)
QE _ L Q2 8 N 8 (D 8 N
9 t B 5* y 8 x 8 x 8 y
As compared to measurements at Jicamarca, the PIM
code seems to provide more accurate results. The IDEQ md the momcmiim equation asi
results are very similar to PIM's at low altitudes. At tl1e
F layer altitude and above some discrepencies appear 8 N
which can probably be explained by the differences in V _ N Vq) = - B vn i
the input data set. 8 y
2·2· Second order model The local ereetne field is assumed as being aligned wam
the x-axis. The medium is electrically neutral. The
Drawing UP 2 ¤'¤0dCl î0 Pfëdîtît ëïccl-Y0¤îC d€¤SîtY t0 mc terms linked to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability have been
second order relies on solving the mcdium's fluid Omiiœd from mc abovc cquaiion
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Alggrithm 2.3 Global model
The analyzed area is rectangular. Periodical boundary The time and space scales used for the two types of
conditions am asgigmd to (me of the cœpdtnaœg, and a models, first order and second order, are very different,
Neumann boundary Condition [0 [hc 0[hcr çgordinaœ, l.hCf¢by making ll V6I`y dlffltîlllî. ' [D COI'lSl(lCI’ 3
When starting the calculation, the electronic density is simultaneous solution. However, if it is shown that
imposed on a specific point. lt is assumed that the small scale structures do not influence the large scale
electronic impulse is gaussian in the example presented. €V0l\1¤10¤· îhë S¢h0¢k CâPü1¤¤S œCh¤¤Q¤€ J¤$î d€$<>¤l>°d
in section 2.2 may be appropriate in a global approach
by refining locally the mesh both in terms of time and
L space.
[ 3. NUMERICAL MODEL
1 The measurements available make it possible to
/<#·· estimate the probability of occurrence of
· · ···e· · ·· inhomoeneities as a function of latitude, altitude and
Y time, as well as their dimensions. ln addition, the
spectral density of fluctuations in electronic density can
be approximated by a power law, whose slope is
—ï , between ·2 and -4. The lower cut-off frequency
/ ¤ corresponds to the mean value of the size of the
inhomogeneities LO. The related function is:
The continuity and momentum equations are C
successively resolved for each time step. The y ( q ) =
momentum equation provides the scalar potential for (D 2 2 19/ 2
every point in the mesh. The values obtained arc then ( C10 + (1 )
used in the continuity equation to calculate the
electronic densmes at the following time step. Wim qo 2 2 K / LO
ln the simulations, the space step was set at 1 km on ____ l
Ohc Of lhc axes, and al 250 m Oh the Olhch This results The autocorrelatton function obtained by inverse Fourier
in solving large-size problems, which typically involve mmgform Cim he ¤=t1¤¤1¤¤e¤ a“?lY“°aHY- Fm Pmpagaüon
sevettu utuusana points rot anatyzeu areas representing Problems thwush the ms¤}¤m· we 1¤<>¥< et Phase
tens of km on each of the axes. This is done by using Huclumlons m thc "a“Sm]“°d_ S‘ÉÈ‘al ‘“ a Plane
ine Incomplete cuotesty conjugue Gradient technique tàstâstlîtgïwalg *àt_îc1§;P¤î*lEl;; dlgsëlltlthglhîsâ ltëêîc
(ICCG) U U I I y I I y
through:
An example of result obtained after 200 s. is presented G
below. Dimensions of the analyzed area are 25 km x 50 cà = CS ( Ã 1-6 )2 L LO O-ÉC
km. The medium appears to be striated and these .
striations developed along the direction of vector E x B. . . .
Increasing the analyss time leads to a breaking of these whcm Le mc mlclmcâs Of the m°dmm’
Smlcyuœs lhm smaller Ohm and CS ts the medium s structure constant.
Moreover, the signal's phase is a centered gaussian
random variable.
The electronic density fluctuations in the medium are
synthesized using a technique borrowed from numerical
s ‘ . ··»·~ej·l;g;;ï,&,;_3,g;e;ig—tî·gî§;·‘_;‘f. ` `,j;_îr' '''`.- fi.;-i` filtering methods. The spectral density of the phase at
20-0 ~ .~· . _. t ..., v.... the output of the medium is equal to the product of the
»:t· Q Ã ,.; ;. i ` ii Fourier transfomt of centcred gaussian random variable
.~ ··t ‘ 1, 2 } and the square root of the spectral density of the signal
1()_() _ · t _ .. rrvl . . _ WC want to synthcsize. The resulting random variable
; I '’:_ g meets the required conditions. The corresponding signal
» ·,r, Z is equal to the inverse Fourier transform of this product.
0 0 The following figure presents results obtained with a
· A i '’’` " slope of -3, a mean iuhomogeneity size of 500 m and a
()_() 2()_() 4()_() phase standard deviation equal to 0.76 radiarts
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Fluctuatious in the signal's intensity follow the m2 · 5 Nakagami probability law, where parameter m of this
law is equal to the inverse of the square of the
scintillation ratio S4 defined as:
A si = O'? - 1
rg 'I`he variance of the intensity is calculated numerically
5., using the results obtained from the intensity of the
`—' O , O transmitted field. This makes it possible to define a
(D margin to be included in calculation of the budget link
U, for a given confidence level. The corresponding values
td are presented for confidence levels equal to 85, 90 and
gl 95%.
12
ïc.1.O.95
-2 _ 5 A ‘''‘'‘‘' C . 1 . O . 9
â ··· — · c . l . O . 85
O . O 2 . 5 5 . O V .'
8
d $:2 ·· _•
-r-l .' /
Ut ·'
s-« /
Propagation in the medium cart be calculated using the È ··' /
phase screen technique, by altemating scattering and /
propagation calculations. The related equation is the Ut 4 /
parabolic equation, and the corresponding technique ··' /
applies regardless of the level of ionization within a «-C; ‘,·' /
screen, lt applies in particular to the propagation outside te _9 /
the inhomogeneities layer. "*" xj
-2
An example of a transmitted signal after propagation Q
through an inhomogeneities layer 50 km thick, in the F
region isprescnted below. O _ O O , 5 1 _ O
S4
1O
The results presented in this paragraph assume an
isotropic medium. The problem is lD in a plane
pcrpcndicular to the propagation direction.
^ This calculation is also possible by assuming au
tg anisotropic medium. In tl1is case, the spectral density of
—» electronic density fluctuations in the medium is:
I>«
o -15 _ Cp
É 7/( Q) _ 2 2 2 P / 2
C (qu +A qi +B¤1y)
I
gg} which includes two directions qx and qy and the ratio
···l B/A represents the anisotropic ratio.
Thc numcrical synthesis technique is identical.
_ 4 O However, this time it introduces 2D Fourier transforms
(see figure 8), and we compare the results obtained for 2
O _ 0 O _ 5 1 _ 0 values of the B/A ratio. ln the first case, this ratio is
equal to l and the medium is isotropic. In the second
È ( S . ) case, the ratio is equal to 10.
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The simulation results presented for the scintillation Generally speaking, the scintillation ratio increases with
ratio help quantify the influence that the medium's distance for low values up to an asymptotic value equal
artisotropy haS on the Scintillation ratio Of the to l in the case of strong scintillations. The result of
transmitted signal, from which we deduce the figure 8 shows the variation in the scintillation ratio
corresponding margin in the budget link. This result is linked to the medium's atmosphere. Both cuxves merge
presented as a function of the distance from the inthe asymptotic regime, which istobeexpected.
inhomogeneous medium to the receiver for average
values of the phase standard deviation of the transmitted 4. CONCLUSION
signal.
S4 value VS free Space propagation distance The model developed provides a few elements
Phase standard deviatiori : 0.58 r. COl'lCCI`I`lll'lg the structure of the l'[lCd1l.lIIl and the
development of inhomogeneities. Broad-scale resolution
100 of t.he problem is confronted with numerical diftïculties
. , due to the highly differing time and space steps of the
i·2D 1s¤t:r¤p:.c .
........ 2D amsouo ic first and second order models. The extent of the
characteristics of the inhomogeneities may ncvertheless
0 I 75 evaluated by studying small and large scale problems
. in a partially separated manner.
'''` ` '4 The results presented apply to the ExB gradient drift
instability. There needs to be a systematic study of the
0.50 different types of instability likely to develop in the
medium, as this would provide statistical data on the
characteristics of the inhomogeneities at different
latitudes.
**25 The numerical approach presented in paragraph 3 is, on
the other hand, very well adapted to telecommunication
problems, and provides faithful results as to the effects
observed, that is, as long as precise statistical
0 p 00 characteristics of the medium are known.
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